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A: @j_clement's answer is almost correct, the middle character is the ls command but the output is
not correct. The problem is that the ls command will automatically add a line break in front of that
character. Here is a fix (if it will work in your case): sed -e '1d; $d' If the -e option is not working, try
s/// instead of sed -e. Regarding your comment about the.txt file being corrupted, I can not confirm,
but I suggest you to take a look at the file's file size before and after the rename. I would start with
comparing the size and their modified time. What if you compare the size (stat ) before and after you
renamed the file? Is it possible that you renaming the.txt file caused another file to be deleted?
Another solution would be to start gvls and get its information. The output of gvls is not very easy to
read, here's an example of the output: $ gvls myfile.txt /mnt/Downloads/myfile.txt File: myfile.txt
Size: 544,4 Modify: Wed Apr 9 22:49:54 2019 Last Access: Wednesday, April 9, 2019 Last Modified:
Wednesday, April 9, 2019 Change: Wednesday, April 9, 2019 This looks promising. You should be
able to identify the uid of the owner of the file (your username) as well as the creation time.
Remember that the creation time is UTC. If you look at the date you will see that its actually in local
time. A: @j_clement's suggestion sed -i '1d; s/\s+/$(date +"%a %d %b %Y");\/ $/' works like a charm.
It goes through all files, deletes the line break and appends the date. ./root@...@...$ ls aaa_cprs
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